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A.M. Best Upgrades Ratings of Republic Western Insurance Group and lts Members

OLDWICK, N.J., Ilflay 21,20û9-.4..M. Best Co.

has upgraded the financial strength

rating to B+ (Good) from B (Fair) and issuer credit ratings (ICR) to

('bbb-"

from "bb" of the

Republic lVestern Insurance Group (Republic Western) and its members, which include
Republic Western Insurance Company (Phoenix, AZ) and its wholly owned subsidiary, North
American Fire & Casualqy Insurance Company (Mandeville, LA). The outlook for âll ratings
is stable,

The ratings reflect Republic Western's solid risk-adjusted capitalization and improved
underwriting and operating performance in recent years. The improved performance and
subsequent capitalization accumulation were driven by rnanagement's corrective actions,

including cost reductions, rate refinement and the discontinuation of all non-U-Haul business.
Furthermore, Republic Western's publicly traded parent, AMERCO INASDAQ: UHAL], does
not rely on its insurance operations to meet its debt service and holding company obligations,

which will further benefit growth in surplus.
These positive factors are offset by historically poor underwriting performance and
rveakened capitalization, primarily due to significant adverse loss reserve development from

discontinued programs. Despite these concerns, the rating outlook is based on A.M. Best's
expectatioli that improved operating results

will continue to offset the historical earnings drag
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generated from the group's discontinued operations and contribute to surplus growth over the
near terTn,

For Best's Credit Ratings, an overview of the rating process and rating methodologies,
please visit www. ambest.com/ratin gs.

The principal methodologies used in determining these ratings, including any additional
methodologies and factors that may have been considered, can be found at
www. ambest. com/ratings/rnethodolo &v.

Founded in 1899, A.M. Best Company is a global full-service credit rating

organization dedicated to serving the financial and health care service industries, including
insurance companies, banks, hospitals and health care system providers. For more

information, visit www. ambest. com.
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